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Comparison of Filters For Audio Signal
Segmentation in Audio
Restoration

Hugh Scott, Roland Wilson
RR23I

This report is concerned with the choice of filters for the estimation and detection from a
time-frequency representation of audio signals of partials - the approximately sinusoidal
components, typically generated in harmonic series, of which many musical signals are
composed. The report contains a detailed theoretical and experimental comparison between filters
with Gaussian and bilateral exponential time envelopes, in terms of performance on noisy data
and simplicity of implementation. It is concluded that the exponential filter is better on both
counts. There follows a brief examination of the problem of onset detection, in which both
additive and multiplicative approaches are examined. Some tentative conclusions are drawn about
the most effective way to solve the problem of partial detection in noisy signals.
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fntroduction
In order to perform audio restoration on a perceived musical signal, where the perceivecl
signal

r(l)

can be considered to be made up of signal -s(t) and noise

n

(l)

:

r(t):s(t)+n(t)
knowledge of how the signal s(t)behaves is required in order to segment it as well as possible
ieaving behind the noise z(t). Clearly, the more information known about how the sisnal
s(f) behaves, the better estimate of s(t) given r(f ) will be.
To estimate s(f) from r(t), audio signal segmentation is used. Here a tradeoffis requirecl
between how precise a model is used (and thus how accurately s(f) is estirnated) with the

generality of the segmentation and in turn of the restoration technique. For exarnple in
order to gain better accuracy in specific cases models may be usecl restricting the signal
detection to : one instru.ment playing, instruments piaying uronophonically, for a given
number of instruments knowledge of the position in time and frequency of each note or a
restriction of the frequency range of the signal.
To avoid this loss of generality the method proposed for audio restoration utilises urethods by Pearson in conjunction with the Multiresolution Fourier tansform (MFT) - which
is shown to be the most general transforur for audio signai segmentation. This method is
not restricted to a particular instrument, a particular frequency range or the nuurber of
notes being piayed.

As each piece has a large number of sample points this conceivably involves a iot of
detection. processing and therefore time. Thus the amount of computation involvecl with
the implementation of any algorithm must be minimal.
The Pearson method of detection uses an ordinary FIR Gaussian fiiter to smooth for
detection in tiure, along with a simple frequency filter derived from the detection model
(partial model) used and the MFT. The time derivative of this is used for feature (partial)
onset detection and is processed independently of the partial detection. Proposed here is a
.-l
simpler fllter exp[S], which is easily implementable (indeed it can be implemented. recursively) and reduces the processing time.
The proposed filter
""p[#] is analysed ancl cornpared with the Gaussian filter usecl by
Pearson .*p[-fr) in different amounts of noise. Two rnethods of feature onset cletection
are considered, both of which use the feature detection filters thus avoiding the need to
implement a further filter for this purpose, which saves both time and computation. .

In section 1 there is a literature teview of methods pertinent to the chosen rnethod of
segmentation, the MFT is briefly described and the signal rnodel is discussed.In Section 2
requirements for a filter for audio restoration are discussed and the candidate fi.lter is chosen.
In section 3 a performance analysis is given of the
and the exp[-$1 nt"m having
""p[#]
equivalent energy concentration for given bandwidth.
Section 4 contains a description of

the experiments, with results and conclusions presented in section 5 with further work in
section

6"
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L Audio

Signal Segmentation

Segmentaiion of a signal involves the detection of features pr : i g /{ and estimation of a
given set of parameters /o, [21] where these parameters can be start time, duration and
frequency, in the case of audio. As outlined in the introduction it is necessary for the
purposes of this paper to consider a level of segmentation (number of parameters associated
with each p;) high enough to contain al1 musical features but low enough to be of as general
a nature as possible. The musical features considered here are partials.

1.1 What is a Partial?
A partial of a given instrument playing a given note at a given time is defined as a multiple ( not necessarily integral ) of the instrument's note's fundamental frequency, i.e if an
instrument had for a note (O) fundamental frequency -F6 (Hz), then all partials of tha.t
fundamental would be of the form a-F6 : a € R+. trf a € y'y'+ then a-F6 is a harmonic.It is
the spread of energy across these partials which g;ives an instrument its timbre.

L.2 Partial Detection - A Literature Review
Considered here are analysis/synthesis and musical transcription rnethocls. Both require
some amount of segmentation. The cases reviewed here are those of partial detection.

1.2.1

Analysis/Synthesis Techniques

Gabor stated that sound was not a purely frequency phenomenon [6], indeed it is natural
for us to have a perception of both time and frequency. Work by Roads [16] exploits this
with his granular synthesis technique for musical composition, in which a number of 'grains'
can be turned on or off at a given tim'e or frequency to give textured sound.
For most analysis/synthesis techniques, however, the musical signal is considered to be
made up of quasi-sinusoids added together and overlapped ([7] George,Smith, Serra [18],
[19] ). George and Smith [7] made no allowance for inharmonic sounds [S], Uottr harrnonic
and inharmonic sounds were considered to be sinusoidal: any inharmonic sounds are treated
as if they were harmonic. Serra, however, used a deterministic model to segment out the
partials which were explicitly detected and defined the 'residue' to be what is left over in
the signal after the partials were extracted. The model used is:

s(r)

:

D

I.t,1t\"os[d,(r)] + €(r)
r=l
-R is number of partials
A, is amplitude of the rrfr partial
d. is the partial's phase (related linearly to the partial's frequency)
e(f) is the residue
Since the Short Time Fourier Transforrn (STFT) is used by Serra, this approach requires
sorne a priori knowledge of the signals' feature parameters in order to determine the window type (Hamming,Hanning,Kaiser,Blackmann or Blackmann-Harris) and the time win-

dow size. These choices are crucial to the detection : the higher the frequency of the partials
in a piece the wider the required window for better frequency resolution. These decisions
are made independently of the algorithm and a{fect the results quite seriously. The peaks
of the partials were detected, then followed through time using 'frequency guides' given by
the user. In PARSHL[19], an application of the above, Serra used the Phase Vocoder for
peak detection and frequency calculation.

1.2.2 Musical Tlanscription

Methods

Moorer [11] considered a purely monophonic signal. There were various rules imposed on
the pieces of music that could be transcribed: there were a maxirnum of two 'voices' present
and the firndamental of one note will not overlay the partial of another. These obviously
rnake detection and therefore transcription easier, by reducing the number of conflicting
signals. The method ernployed by Moorer was to irnplement a basic comb filter in the time
domain of the form

Yrr:Xrr-Xn-rn
Xr, is the ntl' sarnple of the output waveform
d, is the rztl' sample of the input waveform
This cornb fiiter has magnitude-frequency response 1f sinz(mah.)+ (1 - cos(muh))2
/r is the nurnber of the harmonic p1,, h €.1/+ (see section 1.1).
By rninimisi"g D[ot I X.+; - Xn+i-t I peak values of fundamental c,., are found. These
values of c.., and harrnonics of c.r are bandpass filtered using Chebychev or Butterworth windows [15] in order to isolate them and then passed to a comb pitch detector for amplitude
and frequency contours. The partials are segmented by thresholding so that 90% of their
energy is transmitted.
\
Chafe, Jafe et al.[3] took things a step forward by considering polyphonic sounds, but
restricted there study to the piano. They used knowledge of the piano (see for example
Vos, Pizcalzci [8], [5]) tohelp in their detection of partials. The transformused was arnodified version of the Q Transform, The Bounded Q TYansform [10],[3],[2], which effectively
conjoined scale to frequency so as to allow the easy segmentation of two piano notes in the
upper half octave of the piano signal being segmented. Giving frequency resolution AF =
1.635 Hz for a signal in the lowest octave and AF = 66Hz in the highest octave. Event
detection starts with finding a point where there is a sufrciently large gradient for onset.
Moving linear regression of length L and with starting point k in time is used to fit a ramp
to the input signal by minimising the squared error:

k+L-1

E- I

n=k

(v(") -IILkn-b)'

where g(n ) is input signal, ft is sampling point and rn6 and 61 are the regression coefficients.

This gives a starting point in time (,t) for partial detection. The Bounded Q Tralsfornr
domain gives information on the frequency and amplitude. Knowledge of the rhythrn of the
music is used to add a'goodness'or weight to partials detected. To avoid confusion between
one note's partial and others, an energy rnodel of piano harmonics (even have rnore energy
and odd have less) is used. This in turn helps to determine the fundarnental frequency.
Watson [20] used cepstral analysis to try to keep the type of music analysed as geleral
as possible - the only constraint being that all tones rnust be harmonic. The cepstrum is
used to define quefrency peaks, which correspond to equidistant frequency peaks in the log
power spectrum. Ilsing frequency ratio analysis and peak detection candiclate hamronics
are found. The next stage is to use the Harmonic Summing Algorithm
It

nnU) =

fr=1 rolog,rs(i/)

where:

/

frequency
h number of harmonics
^9(/) instantaneous power spectra

which is maximised when the first h harrnonics are present. Various heuristic rnethods are
applied which give a weighting to all estimates. These methods are based on rnusicaL rules
concerning rhythm and tonal seperation for exarnple. Partials with the same fundamental
are grouped together and enter the transcription process.
Pearson used the MFT to'get round'the uncertaintyprinciple [Z:], [9], by avoiding the
Iimitations adherent in the STFT: the MFT is effectively a stack of STFT's with varying
window size. By differencing the MFT coefrcients across time and filtering them with a
Gaussian filter and a simple frequency filterl(see sections 2.1 and [13]) partials were detected
according to the partial model. Their onset was detected using a differentiated forur of tire
partial detection window. Then the music was transcribed using partial tracking.

1.3 The Multiresolution Fourier Tlansform (MFT)
There follows a brief description of the MFT, and how it is applied to audio signal segmentation, in this instance. For a fu1ler description see Wilson et al.,Calway [21], [1].

1.3.1 The Continuous MFT
The continuous forn of the MFT is

i(t,a,") =
l:x(y)ut(o(y-

f)) exp[-

j,x]dx

r(t) is a signal, o is a scale factor, c..r is a frequency, / is time and tl(t) is the window function.
The constraints on the window function are that it must have finite energy

ll*""'o\

< x)

the window and it's Fourier transform rnust be Cz

a2

,

and

*(w(n))
and

a2 , ^,

*(t(n))

are continttotts

it must be even

w(t): w(-t)
This leaves the choice of window general. The class of window used in this work belongs
to Finite Prolate Spheroidal Sequence (FPSS) [22] class. These windows rnaximise energy
concentration in both tirne and frequency. The implementation is discussed further in
section I.3.2.It is easy to see that the MFT has 3 degrees of freedon: tirne, frequency and
scale.

1.3.2 The Discrete MFT
The Discrete form of the MFT

i(i,j,n)

is

N-l
= \L w,,(tx

- t;(n))r(te) exp[- jtpul@)]

ic=0

If

is the tota.l number of sampling points
n is the scale index
i is the time index
7 is the frequency index
where y'f is subject to the condition

If 2 lfr(n)/V,(n)l2l], Nt(") and /f.(n)

are the number

of temporal and frequency sampling points respectively. Taking N = 2M gives a suitable
choice for the temporal and frequency sampling intervaJs F(n) and ft(n)
E(n) = 2M-7-n and fl(rl)

: 2^-nr

These are the sampling interrals for 100% oversampling

tions of

/fr(")

Nr(")

n

in time. For these intervals defini-

and tr[.(n) are

- 2n+r and If.(") -

2M-n

It is straightforward to see that n = 0 is equivalent to the oversampled DFT of r(t) and
signal (see figure 1). A sca.le constant of 2 makes the MFT easier

: M is the original

to implernent (via DFT and FFT) and rnaximises the consistency across scale (see [21] and
[17]). Oversampling of 1,00% in time is used because it makes the transform easier to invert
and allows the set of basis vectors of each level of the MFT to construct a frame [4] without
the need of strict linear independence [21], [a].
A relaxed FPSS is used [13] because of the oversampling. This means that the time
coeffi.cients of the window are allowed to'spread out'by afactor (in this case 2). This allows
the largest sidelobe peak outside the interval 3(n) to be -26.3d8 [21]. It should be noted

MFT Levels for N

=2' with l00Vo oversampling

DFT r

f(tr)

r

Level

t LeveI3

Frequency

-Original
(n)

Time

Sequence

Figure 1: Time frequency plane tessellation with discrete MFT
i

that in this irnplementation the FPSS is truncated in the time dornain for computational
sirnplicity.
The MFT for an oversarnDle of 100% can be written
AI

1

sTl1..1.nl=
unltk
L)
'
ft=0

where

u,

-

i=f ")l'tt6)

exp[-j,kQ(,r))

satisf.es

r Q=@)) B(o(n ))r(=( n)).. : )o?0,
7,; is truncation operator and B;j = Fi;T;74; where 4'; is the DFT operator.

1.4 The MFT and Partial Detection
The MFT has three degrees of freedom, time (f), frequency (7) and scale (n). An arbitrary
choice of frequency and time bin can be made by varying the sca^le paraureter. allorving
partials arbitrarily close in time or frequency (see [21]) to be segmented. Both the STFT
and the Wavelet tansform (WT)only have two degrees of freedom. In the case of the STFT
these are window size and time, and for the WT time and a scale/frequency pararneter.
The MFT is the most general transform for audio signal segnentation [21],[13].

l0

1.5 The Partial Model and Wiener Filtering
coefficients for optinial partiai detection whilst
general and easily implementable filter, a Wiener type fllter is used.

In order to smooth the MFT

1.5.1 Wiener Filtering
For observed signal r(t) and signal s(l) with noise component n(t) such that

still using a

:

r(t) =s(t)+n(t)
the optimal filter h(f ) is a solution to the Wiener-Hopf equation [12]:

ft",(r) : [* R,"(r - a)h(a)d.a
J_a
where

4",(t)

denotes the correlation of

r

and s. Solviug this in the Fourier dourain gives

E(u):

*44
JrrId
J

where ,9""(r) denotes the transforur of R"r(t).

in

Therefore in order to construct an optimal filter knowledge of the signal s(f ) is required,
other words a signal model is needed.

1.5.2 The Partial Model
The moclel usecl for partials is that used by Pearsoi [13]. Consider partial p(l) with

P(t):s(t)+o(t)
s(i) is steady state portion and o(t) is onset.
where .s(t) : S(o(l)) with
a(t) = a,p1 exp[jftao
where

*

d'])

By assurning that the partial is locally sinusoidal (see Pearson [13]), the discrete version of
the MFT can be applied, showing that neighbouring frequency bins should have a phase
difference of :r when a partial is present. Consider a partial whose frequency c.r; Iies in
freqlelcy bin 1. Then because the input signal was oversampled by 100% the neighbouring
frequency bin j * 1 will have a component of o; that is out of phase by zr. Thus an indication
that partials are present is when neighbouring frequency bins have the same phase after
the frequency wind.ow ll(/) (see section 2.1) has been applied. It is shown in [13] that MFT
coeffcients phase-differenced in tirne have constant phase i.e

li(i,i,n)i*(i - I,j,n) = u; - ui
where

c,.r,

is the centre frequency of frecluency bin 7.
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2

Choice of Filter for Partial Detection

This section is a continuation of work by Pearson [13] on partial detection. There follows an
outline of attributes required for a filter to detect partials in an audio restoration framework,
a candidate filter for that purpose.

2.L Audio Restoration Requirements for Filter
The method proposed for restoration work involves filtering a large number of MFT coefficients. For exampie for a one minute section sampled at 4BkHz, with an MFT level of say
10, or 12 (giving frequency resolutions of A.F1.u.116 x 46H z a:l.d A,Fy"u.n.2 x r2H z) there
will be about 10, 000 coeffi.cients in tiure and about 1000 coefficients in frequency. So for
just three leveis of the MFT (levels I0 - 72) there will be about 107 coefficients to filter.
Obviously this takes a large amount of tirne, since each coeffi.cient is filtered [12] rnore than
once. Any fllter would need to be implementable with computational effciency.
The choice of filter in frequency h(l) is the same as that for Pearson, (see sections I.5.2
and 1.5.1), that is

t

/=o
I
h(/)={ -1 I=7
I o else
For time filter /(l), and MFT coefficients i(i,j,n)

fiitered MFT coefficient is written

and frequency filter as above, the

:

i(i, j,") = r h0
t,m

-

Df0

- m)i(i,j,n)

with filters in both tirne and freouencv.

2.2 Candidate Filter
One

filter which fulfiIls all of the requirements in section 2.1 is
falt)' = exPl-J1J.1
-'o'

This bilateral exponential can be split into causal /.(t) and anti-causal

/"(t)

components.

t>0
f.(t)=""p[1] t<0 f"(t|=exp111
0
These can be implemented as fi.rst order recursive filters in the negative and positive tiure

direction, allowing an increase in accuracy of filter response without sigrrificant nurnerical
cost. This is achieved by reuroving the rectangular window that is imposecl on non-recursive
filters that are truncated in time dornain aud the subsequent rippling of type sin2ii'u)/r..r in
the frequ.ency domain. The filter /6(f) has representation in the frequency domain

it(w7:

*S*where
L2

c,-,

is frequency

It is obvious to see that

both the /6(t) and /6(r,.,) are centered at

f = 0 and c,.,= 0

respectively.

The Gaussian'equivalent'of these filters, as used by Pearson [13] is
sb(t)

: "*pl-hl'

and for causal and anti-causal

12

y2

9.(l) :""p[-pr] l<0 9o(t)=oxp[-,tz] l>0
where Sbft), g"(t) and 9"(t)

will be referred to

as the Gaussian equivalents of

/6(t) /.(t)

and J"(i).

3 Filter Analysis
In order to compare the f.lters, values of a and B have been chosen so as to have the same
units (time), allowing a scale factor e to be introduced so that

0=ea
In accordance with Wiener filtering [12] and section 1.5.1, the fiiters were compared in t]re
frequency <lor.nain. The frequency domain representations of the two filters are given by:

,-ltl, * 1 1
expt;J
on5 +

*.

",

1

lltexpt,
and expl- p2l -'
+
tyr,lt

us202.
I

where
denotes 'is the Fourier transform of'.
These are then normalised to have unit gain at dc, giving:
<-+

;

fu@)

=

i

1

"rT + ",

r
and ou(')\ : exP[-

a202,

+

J

In order to find o and B such that for fixed bandwidth B,,B both fi-lters would

conta.in

the same proportion (k) of their total energy in the frequency doma"in the following equation
was solved

(expl-#l)z au

If "'' (:'

- ffi=,,=lf6#Fd"
IoB''''

b

rl=

f

a'

Setting Bn.B :1 and solving simultaneously for a and p gives for k=0.9, e:1.385. The
results for k=0.9 are plotted in figure 4 for fi.lters in the time domain and for their normalised
frequency representation in figure 5. Note that the dotted line represents the exponential
and the continuous line the Gaussian.

'| .,
Id

Filter Implementation
Choose duration of filter N

Choose scale

factor

o

so (hat

the exponential filter decays to
lVa

of its maximum value

Using the factor

e

find

the corresponding value

of

p for Gaussian filter
Figure 2: Method for Implementing Filters

4

Experiments and Filter trmplementation

There follows a description of how the two fliters were implemented and compared experimentally, the results appear in the next section (section5). Both fllters were implemented
as FIR filters in the time domain. To minimise the error due to the FIR implementation
a low cut off (around 1%) was used. The value of e : 1.385 (see section 3), and the value
a x 2 was used (see figure 2).
The experiments given here are outlined in the Introduction. They break down into two
categories: filter performatrce (for partial detection) and onset detection.

4.1 Smoothing For Partial Detection
For two pieces of music Schubert piano trio in Eb Major (first 5 seconds), and the 1st
Brandenburg Concerto by Bach (first 5 seconds), varying levels of noise were added to the
original signal giving signal to noise ratios of 10d8, 20d8, 30dB and 40dB. Let p denote the
finite signal to noise ratio (in dB) of the signal r(l) which transforms under the MFT to
iP (i, j ,
o3;onot and

n)

o2.

where p : l0log( ry4

oioi""

)

olo,", are the variances of the signal and the added noise respectively.
74

4.1.1 Filter

Performance

Before being fi.ltered, the transformed signal is phase-differenced in tirne according to the
(see section 1.5.2 and Pearson [13]).

partial urodel

L2(i,
and
| 2(i,

where 2(i,

j,rt) - l(i(i, j,rt)i,-(i

- 1, j,n))

j,n) l= {l i(i, j,n) ll t(i -

j, n) is the time phase-differenced MFT

I,

j,n)

|

coefficient.

The filters (bilateral exponential and Gaussian equivalent) were each applied to the
transformed data for p €{10,20,30,40}. Then for each fi,ltered noisy sarnple, the residua.l
noise ernl;,;,,y is calculated by subtracting the unfiltered clean MFT coefficients from the
filtered noisy ones:
egcg,j,n)

:

tP(i,

j,r) -

2(i,

j,n)

where 0o(i,j,z) are the filtered time phase-differenced MFT coefficients of the signal c(l)
with pdB of noise added and 2(i,j, n ) time phase-differenced MFT coefrcient of the same
signai r(f) with no noise added, where
0rQ,

j,") = I h(j - t)f(i-

m)2p(i,

j,n)

t,m

where

h(j)

and

f(i)

are as defined

in section 2.1.

The residual noise is the amount of sound signal that does not conform to the partial
rnodel (see section L.5.2). The fi.lter can be considered as a 'partial filter' since it uses
the partial model (see section 1.5.2 and [13]) to smooth the transformed signal r(f). The
coefficient 0rG,j,n) is smoothed and phase-differenced iu time so the difference between
it and the unsmoothed clean MFT coefficient 2(i, j,n) is proportional to the amount of
0o(i, j,n) that does not conform to the partial model: in other words the amount of noise
n(t). For each of the above fiiters and each of the sound signals (Schubert and Bach), the
noise residual energy to clean signal energy is graphed. The signal to residual noise energy
ratio (SRNR) defined as:

r( tl'(i'j'")J;
l'
fi
| eito{i,i,"\

with 2(i,7,2) and

e7p1,j,n) defined as above.

The lower the SRNR is then the more signal has been detected by smoothing with the
noise p increases so should the SRNR. The main comparison is between
the different filters in order to find a difference between their different SRNR vaLues.

filter. As the input
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4.1.2 Filter

Length

This experiment is similar to the one described in section 4.1.1 but lvas perfonriecl for only
one musical piece (Schubert). The exponential factor (a) is varied for different values of p
to find the SRNR as a function of rr.

4.2 Onset Detectors
In sections 4.2.1

ar.d 4.2.2, two different rnethods for onset detection are discussed. botli
relying on f.lters used in the partial detection processes (see section 4.1). They rvould therefore be easier to implement than that used by Pearson [13] which was the tirne clifferenced
version of his partia"l detection window. By siurply reprocessing tlie partial detection fi.lter
output another pass through the MFT coefi.cients would be avoided. In section 4.2.2 the
output of the anticausal filter is divided by that of the causaf filter and in section 4.2.1 the
output of the partial detection filter is differenced in time.

4,2.7 Time Differencing Filtered Output
Taking the smoothed, phase-differenced transformed coefficients t(i,
there magnitudes according to

02(i,j,n)

| 2(i,

j,") I -

At

|

2(i

j,ri),

ancl differencing

- 1, j,r)l i>0

rvhere F(n) is ternporal sarnpling interval and the difference equation is a fi.rst order approxirnation to the differential
-x
of 2(i, j,n) at the point (f,7) on the time frequeno'plane.
Since onsets are being specifically considered and not offsets, the differential is set to zero
for negative values, giving the modified differential

for | 2(i,j,") | - | 2(i -1,j,zi)

'+ft={

|>

0

else

which is non zero for onsets onlv.

4.2.2 The Quotient

Onset Detector

The input signal is transformed (MFT) and phase-differenced as described in section 4.1.1.
The filters are applied in time, one forwards and one backwards (see section 2.1). When the
anti-causal fllter first detects a partial the causal fllter will still be flltering noise see figure
3. The quotient of these two fi.Iters #8 *n be largest at the onset of a partial. when l"(l)
is Iarge and /.(t) is small.
While both the causal aud anti-causal filters are flitering a partial their rnagnitude
should be roughly equal giving a magnitude of unity. To avoid division by zero, the filters
overiap by one sample.

5 Results and Conclusions
In this section, the results from the previous section's experiments are given, along with
conclusions drawn from them.
16

Onset Detection by Dividing Filter

ourpur=

tI

Figure 3: Onset Detection By Dividing Anti-Causal Filter by Causal Filter

5.1 Results For Filter in Noise Comparison
This experiment is described in section 4.1.1. The graphs of SRNR (y u*it) to input signal
SNR (p) in dB (x axis) are given in figures 8 and 9 for the Schubert Piece and figures 10,
11 for Bach's Woodwind Trio and a = 1.8.

The bilateral exponential fi"lter is compared with its Gaussian equivalent for ail cases
and for MFT levels 11 and 13. It is seen that for all cases the exponential fllter performs
better than the Gaussian one, though the difference is not great. It can be concluded
that compared with the Gaussian fllter the exponential fllter is better suited for audio
restoration as it performs at least as good as the Gaussian and is quicker and more accutate
when implemented recursively.

5.2 Results For

Scale Choice

These were plotted (see figures 6 and 7) for the anti-causal exponential {ilter applied to the
Schubert Piece for various values of a and various val.ues of Gaussian noise (added to the
original signal).
The x axis of each graph corresponds to a with data points at a € {0.52, 7.02,2.01,4.08,8.16}.
The y axis corresponds to the gain in SRNR (see section 5.1 and section 4.1.1), measured
in dB. The title of each graph is the amount of noise added to the original signal (p). AU
results were for MFT level 11.
As is expectecl the gain of the filter increases with a. Note how as the input signal SNR

I7

input signals the srnaller filter perforrns
better than when there is more noise, and the iarger fiiter perforrns better for rnore noise.
The chanse in relative sain flattens orrt at arou.ncl a x 2.5.
increases the SRNR gain increases. For less noisy

5.3 Results For Onset Detection By Time Differencing
This experiment was as described in section 4.2.1. Level 11 of the MFT was used because
has a reasonably high tirne resolution of 11.2 rnS, required for detection of onset times.
The cliferencer was implementecl on the output of two filters
""p[#] and exp[]]. The
resuits can be seen in f.gures 16 and 17 next to the MFT (level 11) for both Schubert
and Bach. These f.gures have tirne along the x axis, frequency along the y axis (3 kHz
maximum) and the intensity denotes the amplitude of the signal
It can be seen that this method is much more suitable for onset detection, and its ease
of irnplementation (figure 4.2.2) rnakes it suitable for use in audio restoration.

it

5.4 Results For Quotient Onset Detector
This experiment is as described in section 4.2.2. Again using MFT level 11 as discussed in
section 5.3.
In figures 12, L3,14 and 15, results of the onset detection are given beside the MFT of
the appropriate piece of music (Schubert's Piano Trio in E b rnajor and the start of Bach's
1st Brandenburg Concerto). These figures are similar to those described in section 5.3. The
output is on a log scale, the threshold being chosen empirically.
Figure 12 is for the anti-causal f.lter output divided by the causal filter orrtput.
dt(i,

j,4

= !:!:i:-")n
J"\x, J,

)

This is the urost basic quotient filter. As can be seen (from the theory and the figures)
these fi.lters effectively normalise the energy of the entire signal, which should mean that,
for example, the onset of the ith (i e If+) partial of a note would be just as obvious as
the onset of the fundamental. The drawback of this as can be plainly seen from the figures
is that the slightest blip, can be construed as an onset. l{ormally an onset detector would
work in conjunction with a partial detector and so 'false starts' would be ignored. The
quality of the quotient detector is too poor to use in a noisy environment.
Figure 13 is for the anti-causal filter output divided by the sum of the causal and antcausal f.lters' output.
d2Q,

i,n)

f"(i, i, r)
j,
f"(i, n) + f.(i, i, n)

=

Figure 14 is for the anti-causal filter's output divided by the magnitude of the causal
filter's outpuI

ds(i,i,"l=##t
Figure 15 is for the anti-causaL f.lter's output divided by the magnitude of the sutu of
tlLe causai and the anti-causal filters' output.
da(i,

j, n) =

f"(i,i,n;

I

f"(i, j, n) * f.(i, j, n)
1B

l

The magnitude of the denorninator filter is used in figures 14 and 15. These f.lters are
iooking for a change in magnitude at the onsets, independently of the partial model (rvhich
requires neighbouring bins to have the same phase) by ignoring the phase.
By dividing the anti-causal filter by itself and the causaf fi.lter (see figures 13 and 15)
the change in out.put of the quotient filier is less dramatic at onsets than if the denourinator
was the causal. filter alone.
It can be conclucled that even though this method of onset detection is very easily
inrplementable and reduces the amount of processing (see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.1)it is far
too susceptible to rapid changes due to background noise, and therefore is not suitable for
use in audio restoration.

5.5 Summary Of Conclusions
For filter performance the exponential filter and Gaussian fllter were very alike. The exponential filter is easier and more accurate if implemented recursively, computationa.lly
cheaper and is, therefore, better suited to audio restoration than the Gaussian filter.
The best fllter length is one of a x 2. This is where the filter performance curves flatten
out.
The quotient onset detector is not suitable for onset detection due to its sensitivity to
rapid changes in the background, whereas the time diferencing method is less sensitive and
therefore better suited to audio restoration.

6 Further Work
Using the filter described, it is proposed to segment two recordings of the same musical piece.
Recording A is a noisy recording of the piece requiring noise rernoval and recording B is clean,
containing only harmonic sounds and possibly recorded digitatly. A correspondence function
would be applied matching features pertaining to the same musical events in both record-ings.
This would take into consideration the possibility of a partial missing or an extraneous one
being present for example. Using the information of correspondence recording B would

be warped (in time and frequency) to match exactly recorfing A. This warped version
of recording B would then be used as a mask to fllter the noise from recording A giving
recording -4', a restored version of recording A.
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Fisure 4: Gaussian and exponential filters in time
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Figure 6: Signal to noise residue gain versus linear exnonential factor a
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Figure 7: Signal to noise residue gain versus linear exponential factor a
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Figure 8: Filter performance for Schubert at MFT levelll
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Figure 9: Filter performance for Schubert at MFT levell3
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Figure 11: Filter performance for Bach at MFT levelll
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Figure 12: Onset detection of form
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/" divided by /"
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Figure 13: Onset detection of form
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Figure L4: Onset detection of form J" divided bV I/.1
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Figure 1.7: Onset detection time differencing for Bach
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